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almost Not quite; very nearly.
The baby was almost asleep when the alarm sounded.

anticipatory In anticipation.
An anticipatory flash of excitement.

approximate Estimate or calculate (a quantity) fairly accurately.
Sketched in an approximate likeness.

approximately (of quantities) imprecise but fairly close to correct.
A journey of approximately two hours.

approximation A thing that is similar to something else, but is not exactly the same.
Newspapers gave only an approximation of the actual events.

around All around or on all sides.
Dirty clothes lying around or about.

assumed Adopted in order to deceive.
An assumed name.

assuming Excessively forward.
On a subject like this it would be too assuming for me to decide.

assumption
Audacious (even arrogant) behavior that you have no right to.
On the assumption that he has been injured we can infer that he will not
play.

conceivable Capable of being imagined or grasped mentally.
A mass uprising was entirely conceivable.

contemplate Think deeply and at length.
She couldn t even begin to contemplate the future.

equidistant At equal distances.
The line joins together all points which are equidistant from the two axes.
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estimate
Judge tentatively or form an estimate of quantities or time.
It is estimated that smoking causes 100 000 premature deaths every
year.

expect Consider obligatory request and expect.
I m expecting a full explanation as to why these files were destroyed.

guess Form a correct conclusion about something by guessing.
I am guessing that the price of real estate will rise again.

infer Believe to be the case.
From these facts we can infer that crime has been increasing.

inference The process of inferring something.
His emphasis on order and health and by inference cleanliness.

mull Think about (a fact, proposal, or request) deeply and at length.
She began to mull over the various possibilities.

nearly Slightly short of or not quite accomplished; all but.
He nearly fainted.

ponder
Think about (something) carefully, especially before making a decision or
reaching a conclusion.
She sat pondering over her problem.

proximate Nearly accurate approximate.
The failure of the proximate military power to lend assistance.

reckon Deem to be.
I reckon I can manage that.

roughly With roughness or violence rough is an informal variant for roughly.
People were crouching over roughly built brick fireplaces.

ruminate Reflect deeply on a subject.
Goats ruminated nonchalantly around them.

some To some extent quite a lot.
Some apples.

speculate
Invest in stocks, property, or other ventures in the hope of gain but with
the risk of loss.
Philosophers have speculated on the question of God for thousands of
years.

speculation A message expressing an opinion based on incomplete evidence.
There has been widespread speculation that he plans to quit.

suppose Take for granted or as a given suppose beforehand.
I m quite a good actress I suppose.
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surmise
A supposition that something may be true, even though there is no
evidence to confirm it.
Charles was glad to have his surmise confirmed.

virtually (of actions or states) slightly short of or not quite accomplished; all but.
The disease destroyed virtually all the vineyards in Orange County.
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